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0.1 Picture of building/site 

Depicted item: State Printing House building  
Source:  Cultural Heritage Protection Institute of the City of Belgrade, 14 Kalemegdan, Belgrade 
Date: 1972 

db code 
IND-RS-011-a-0001 
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1. Identity of building 
 
1.1 current name of building BIGZ (БИГЗ) (Belgrade Publishing Graphic Institute) 
 
1.2 variant or former name State Printing House 
 
1.3 number & name of street 17 Vojvoda Misic Boulevard 
 
1.4 town Belgrade 
 
1.5 province/state Savski venac 
 
1.6 zip code 11000 
 
1.7 country Serbia 
 
1.8 national grid reference 44°47'49.9" N; 20°26'46.5" E 
 
1.9 classification/typology IND 
 
1.10 protection status & date The State Printing House building was declared cultural heritage - 
cultural monument, decree Belgrade Gazette, Decree no. 26/92 
 
2 History of building 
 
2.1 original brief/purpose 
The history of the State Printing House's construction is connected to the period of mid-April 1933, 
when the Ministry of education announced a competition for erecting a new building. The 
competition was preceded by the initiative caused by the demolition of the old building in Pop 
Lukina Street, as well as the one hundred years since the foundation of this state institution (1831-
1931). The competition results were published in the daily newspapers Politika, Pravda and Vreme in 
August 1933. Dragisa Brasovan (Драгиша Брашован) won the first prize, Korka, Kifer and Krekic 
(Крекић) a team of architects from Zagreb won the second, while the third prize went to Gudovic 
(Гудовић) and Leko from Belgrade. The first prize project in the spirit of Modernity was far more 
conservative comparing to the second prize design. Architect Dragisa Brasovan got to work on the 
project for the building. In order to prepare himself as much as he could for realisation of such a 
monumental edifice, Brasovan travelled to Germany on the cost of his investor, where he visited 
various printing houses so that he could be introduced in the best possible way to technical and 
technological demands of graphic industry's buildings.  During his study visit Brasovan was in direct 
contact with the epicentre of Modern ideas, which caused changes in his approach, therefore the 
functional organisation of the space became the primal task and the project altered from 
conservative Modernism to very progressive functionalistic concept.  
 
2.2 dates: commission/completion 
The competition was announced in April 1933; the building was completed in 1940.  
According to the first plan, the printing house was supposed to be erected on the loft near Kalenic 
(Каленић) market. In September 1934 a decision was made to change the location of the printing 
house and build it in the industrial zone along the then called Topcider (Топчидер) road.  During 
1935 and the first half of 1936, architect Brasovan worked on the projects for building an object on 
the new location. By the end of 1940 the work on the building was finished, and in the next 1941 the 
machines and the equipment were supposed to have been moved in. Due to the break out of the 
Second World War the moving of the machines and the equipment from the old building, as well as 
the adjustment of the new equipment had to wait until the end of the war. After the war, in 1946 
the State Printing House changes its name into Jugostampa (Југоштампа). Apart from 
Jugostampa, the building became occupied by publishing companies Omladina, Yugoslavia, Rad. 
By their unification the Belgrade Graphic Institute was formed in 1955. During the early 1980s this 
Institute spreads its activity to publishing, when it changes its name to Belgrade Publishing Graphic 
Institute (БИГЗ), under which the building of the State Printing House was familiar in the collective 
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conscience.  
 
2.3 architectural and other designers 
The State Printing House's project was designed by the architect Dragisa Brasovan, previously 
awarded with the first prize on the competition from 1933 announced by the Ministry of education. 
The static calculation was done by the engineers Vojislav Zadjina (Војислав Зађина), professor of 
the Belgrade University and dr Kasel, professor of the Ljubljana University. 
After the announced competition, the construction work was given to the construction technical 
company Josanica (Јошаница) a. d. in Belgrade. 
 
2.4 others associated with building 
Investor: Kingdom of Yugoslavia's Ministry of Education. 
 
2.5 significant alterations with dates 
No significant interventions were made on this building. During the 1980s a building of the Gazette    
was erected next to the building and connected with it by glass passages in the level of third and 
fourth floor. 
 
2.6 current use 
The building is privately owned by the 'Beta partners' and is rented so that the building is the home 
of small printing companies, storages, offices, music studios, art studios, artistry and art workshops, 
radio stations, theatre laboratories etc. 
 
2.7 current condition 
The building was abandoned for a period, therefore is left to decay. Since it was bought, nothing 
was invested in its reconstruction and the tenants make minimal interior works.  
 
3 Description 
 
3.1 general description 
The monumental block mass of the building with the usable space of 36.000 m² architect Brasovan 
skilfully incorporated in the contour of the area. The great pressure that the building's construction 
had to endure forced the architect to put the entire building's mass on an over 1 m thick reinforced 
concrete plate. The printing house building was designed as a multi-storey object with twelve floors 
above and two floors below ground. A simple base in the shape of the Cyrillic letter 'P' with skilful 
mass composition makes an impression as if the building itself consists of several independent 
objects - blocks. A game of shapes is developing from the bottom to the top. A conflict of 
horizontal and vertical structures, as well as mediums of refreshing and playful architectural shapes, 
are especially emphasized in the highest levels of the building. The uninterrupted horizontal window 
strips highlight the dominant mass. The lower parties of the printing house facade seem to be 
calmer, more in harmony. The emphasized main entrance, centrally positioned on the main 
facade, represents the entrance to the working area, while the administrative entrance is located 
on the North-West corner of the building with no particular emphasis. The interior in the 
administrative part is more expensively adorned, with decorative stone blocks as wall revetment in 
the main hallway in contrast with the working area interior which is strictly functional. 
 
3.2 construction 
The building's construction is skeleton, reinforced concrete, with a basic idea of a free plan and 
self-supported facade. The facade is constructed in alternate lines of parapets and window strips, 
with uninterrupted line of windows on the corners. Dark colours window frames in the horizontal 
rows imitate the iron frames, although they are actually made of wood.  
The modular net of columns, on the range of 6.7 x 6.7 m, form a basic conception of the building, 
literally applied on all levels. The level height is 5 m from floor to floor. 
Four vertical communication cores are arranged on the corners of the inner courtyard. The vertical 
cores consist of elevators in metal frames, around which is the staircase, so that it makes an 
impression of luminousness and transparency. The glass facade is detached from the construction 
on the staircase side which emphasizes the impression of lightness. The administrative part on the 
North-East part of the building has a separate communication block.  
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3.3 context 
According to the first plan, the printing house was supposed to be erected on the location near 
Kalenic market. However, that idea was severely criticized by the experts, and one of the most 
vocative critics of the firs location was the first prize winner on the competition, architect Dragisa 
Brasovan (Драгиша Брашован). In September 1934 a decision was made to change the location 
of the printing house. The Ministry of education bought from the Godjevac (Гођевац) brothers a loft 
in the Vojvoda Misic Boulevard, in the industrial zone along the then called Topcider road, formed 
in the late nineteenth century. 
With its urban position, this edifice determines the wider areas of this part of the city and dominates 
the entire complex of the urban, industrial and communication zone of the 'Mostar' area. Located 
on the beginning of the Vojvoda Misic Boulevard, next to some of the most significant examples of 
the industrial heritage of the city and which it enriches with its existence, the Printing House 
represents a visual dominant in this part of the city and sovereignly regulates the vistas around it: 
the Mostar loop, the Gazela bridge, the highway, Vojvoda Misic Boulevard, the entrance into 
Prokop and the beginning of the Senjak hillside. 
 
4 Evaluation 
 
4.1 technical 
With its skeleton system, modular organisation of the space, the functionality of the base, the 
application of a free plan and self-sustaining facade the Printing House stands high comparing to 
the standard architectural achievements of the Serbian Modernist movement. Even though it was 
designed for a certain type of production, the Brasovan's printing house is still functional and 
economical production and commercial building. 
 
4.2 social 
The Printing House building is an edifice of one of the oldest Serbian state institutions, founded back 
in 1831. Until the erection of this monumental building in the Vojvoda Misic Boulevard, the State 
Printing House was located in a rented building on Kosancicev venac (Косанчићев венaц) in Pop 
Lukina Street. The winning project was in the spirit of the conservative Modernism, however during 
the development of the project the idea and embracement of the Modern aspirations also 
developed. SInce it was an industrial building the investor did not insist on the aesthetic but 
functional value, and with that in mind the architect gained the possibility to make the project 
without any restraints which the environment could impose.  
On the second anniversary of the positioning of the foundation stone the Minister of architecture, 
together with journalists, visited the finished building. The journalists were astonished by the 
grandeur of the "fourth printing house in Europe", until the building's appearance astounded the 
public with its 'Modernity'. Already in 1940 architect Ivan Zdravkovic (Иван Здравковић), one of the 
most significant critics of Serbian architecture of the time, writes in a critic published in daily 
newspaper 'Pravda' about the two most contemporary buildings of the period - the Children's 
Clinic of the architect Milan Zlokovic and the State Printing House of the architect Brasovan, built 
almost simultaneously in Serbian capital, formally putting the State Printing House before the 
Children's Clinic, considering that Brasovan designed "a grand edifice in the spirit of contemporary 
apprehensions of Modern architecture" and as he refers further in his article "Both constructively 
and architecturally this palace is built by all the principles of contemporary world construction in 
general". Thereby this edifice gained the highest marks by the professional public immediately after 
its erection. 
 
4.3 cultural & aesthetic 
The State Printing House is an exquisite architectural achievement of the architect Dragisa 
Brasovan, spiritually close to Europe, more than any other work he did until that period. It represents 
a building by which the architect Brasovan is remembered as one of the most deserving architects 
in the twentieth century Serbia. In architectural design Brasovan deliberately uses the potential of 
differentiation and separation of the masses as a composite strategy. Each volume is clearly 
emphasized by different perforation of the wall surface, thus achieving the separation of each part 
but also their unity. Each of the wall surface perforation samples is equally valuable, and with 
perfectly achieved proportional relations of full and empty, vertical and horizontal, Brasovan 
achieves structural 'non-stitched' intertwining. With its functional architecture freed from the 
symbolism the building has not lost its contemporaneity for more than half a century since its 
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construction.  
 
4.4 historical 
The competition organisation in 1933 for the State Printing House construction and publishing its 
results both drew the public attention as evidenced by numerous articles from the daily press at the 
time. The same newspapers also publish the critical discussions of architects and engineers about 
the choice of the first location on which the new printing house was supposed to have been 
erected.  
Immediately after the construction the State Printing House gained the highest marks by the 
professional public. Already in 1940 architect Ivan Zdravkovic, one of the most significant critics of 
Serbian architecture of the time, in a critic published in daily newspaper 'Pravda' in which he 
elaborates about the two most contemporary buildings of the period - the Children's Clinic and the 
State Printing House, highlights that architect Brasovan designed "a grand edifice in the spirit of 
contemporary apprehensions of Modern architecture" and as he refers further in his article "Both 
constructively and architecturally this palace is built by all the principles of contemporary world 
construction in general". This was also the first officially published evaluation of the edifice.  
The first more detailed analysis of the Printing House was published in the study of architect Nikola 
Dobrovic (Николa Добровић) about architect Dragisa Brasovan in the IT newspapers, printed in 
1976. This was also one of the rare more elaborated studies written about an architect. 
The final judgement which would permanently determine the place of the State Printing House in 
the history of Serbian architect was given by Zoran Manevic (Зоран Маневић) in his PhD thesis 
defended in 1979 on the Faculty of Philosophy University in Belgrade. Doctor Manevic qualifies the 
State Printing House as an anthological work of Serbian and Yugoslavian architecture. This 
evaluation judgement will be confirmed and underlined by the historiographers that will consider 
the questions of Serbian Modern movement and the roles and significance of the State Printing 
House in the future decades.  
 
4.5 general assessment 
The State Printing House's significance lays above all in its historical, architectural, urban and 
aesthetic values. Located in the former industrial zone, with its monumental dimensions, at the time 
of its construction it represented a significant vista of Belgrade and a visual dominant of this part of 
the city and it still does today. The building's architecture is literally modern; the form expresses 
function, while the skeleton construction enables the following of the technology development 
through a high flexibility of the interior arrangement. Through the project of this building an example 
was given how a modern and functional solution is made. A dynamic relation of the masses with 
the combined vertical and horizontal strips put the Printing House among the representative works 
of Serbian and Yugoslavian architecture. Erected according to the project of the one of the most 
significant Serbian architects of the twentieth century, since it was evaluated in 1970s as one of the 
two anthological examples of Serbian Modern movement, it still attracts the attention of the 
historiographers of Modern architecture with its high marks. With this exquisite architectural 
achievement architect Brasovan approached the spirit of European Modern architecture more 
than with any other work before. 
 
5 Documentation 
 
5.1 principal references 
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5.2 visual material attached 
The Cultural Heritage Protection Institute of the City of Belgrade documentation, the plans of the 
building's current state were made by the bureau 'ALBA' main architect Radica Lopicic (Радица 
Лопичић), arch. Vojislava Lopicic (Војислава Лопичић), contemporary photographs Marina 
Pavlovic (Марина Павловић). 
 
5.3 rapporteur/date 
Sasa Mihajlov (Саша Михајлов), Marina Pavlovic / 2012. 
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